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treat Vietoria as Becket treated Henry II.; the cardinal would be

the commander in-chief of the pope in the British isles. Should

a serious rupture occur between us and Rome, the man with (he

fillet made from the wool of holy sheep would be here the feudal

baron and liege lord of the pope, to maintain the claims of the

most contemptible despotism, that earth knows, in the very heart

of free America, and under the ehadow of the flag which secures

to him that liberty of conscience which popery in power nowhere

reciprocates.

But we mnst close. Popery has rapidly and is rapidly declining.

There was a time when, if it was not respected, it was feared.

But it is not su now. The force of its fanaticism is spent and

unfelt. While all other institutions are rising with the progress of

society, this continues. petrified. It is like a vessel bound by a

heavy anchor and a short iron cable to the bottom of the stream,

while the tide ofknowledge and freedom are rising around it. Its

spiritual tariflf—its restrictions on the commerce of thought—its

taxes on the bread of life— its efforts to bring seats in heaven into

the priestly market—its mimic immolations of the Son of God-
its sacrifice of the people for the sake of the priest-its nameless

exactions and endless tyrannies, are not much longer to be borne.

The Lord will consume it with the breath of his mouth, and will

destroy it with the brightness of his rising.

"Though well perfumed and elegantly dressed,

Like an uiiburied carcass tricked with flowers,

'Til but a garnished nuisance."

From every tower of Zion tha watchmen should lift up their

Toices together, and cry to the people that they have nothing Jo

fear. The world is not te be educated back again to the intelli-

gence of the Dark Ages. While popery may be compared to a

deorepid, nervous, and wrinkled old man, whose hearing is obtuse,

and whose memory is short, and who, heedless and forgetful of

the events passing around him if always prattling about the past,

Protestantism is strong, and active, and zealous, and enterpris-

ing, and attractive, and looking to the future. The mind of

the world is with it. Reason is with it. The literature of the

world is with it. The Bible is with it. God is with it. The
entire current of civilization is with it. And all these are against

popery. The combat may be protracted, but the victory is certain.

Nor, in the conflict, will the cause of popery be much aided by

the support, nor will the cause of Protestantism be any weakened

by the assaults, of those whose chief aim and grand ambition is to

wear a fillet made from the wool of holy sheep.

THS END.
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